I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the expansion of wireless interconnectivity among autonomous sensors or mobile devices is demanding analog signal processing functions with low loss, small form factors, and low or zero power consumption at radio frequencies (RFs) [1] . In this context, acoustic devices constitute an excellent chip-scale and low-loss platform, in which electromagnetic (EM) waves are converted into the acoustic domain for processing, and are subsequently converted back to the EM domain for interfacing with the rest of the system. At RF, the propagation of acoustic waves in the state-of-theart piezoelectric thin films exhibits much lower loss than the propagation of EM waves in planar wave-guiding structures T. Manzaneque is with the Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering, Delft University of Technology, 2600AA Delft, The Netherlands (e-mail: tmanzanequegar@tudelft.nl).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMTT. 2019.2900246 (e.g., Microstrip). Moreover, given the low-phase velocities, typically below 10 000 m/s, and the low propagation loss of acoustic waves, high-performance wave-guiding structures can be designed with sizes comparable to the acoustic wavelengths, in the 10 s of μm range at RF. As a result of the abovementioned benefits in the acoustic domain, wave phenomena can be exploited for signal processing functions (e.g., time delay or transversal filtering) in a very small form factor that otherwise would be inaccessible in the EM domain at RF.
In the past, the study of signal processing functions in the acoustic domain was mainly motivated by enabling radar systems. Surface acoustic wave (SAW)-guiding structures, namely, acoustic delay lines (ADL), were built on piezoelectric bulk substrates, with which the electromechanical transduction from the electrical to the acoustic domain is provided by the piezoelectricity of the material. By storing a received pulse in an ADL for comparison with the next pulse, the scattering from static objects can be canceled, thus diminishing the clutter in radar displays [2] , [3] . Following the advances made for radars, other applications for ADLs, such as frequency discriminators [4] , [5] and modulators/demodulators for frequency shift keying (FSK) [6] , also emerged. These applications all leverage the large time-delay product accessible only in ADLs to introduce delays over a given bandwidth for signal processing. For instance, the FSK-based spread spectrum communication scheme in [6] represents each data symbol with a code formed by a sequence of frequencies at RF. An ADL is then used to impose delays to the incoming signal as a function of its frequency to perform matched filtering before the demodulation of the signal. Naturally, such a function of ADLs can also be dual purposed as part of a modulator on the transmitter side [7] - [9] .
In addition to various flavors of matched filtering above, perhaps the most pervasive application of ADLs was transversal filtering. Transversal filters based on ADLs offer great flexibility in designing both the amplitude and phase responses while achieving high out-of-band rejection [10] . The operating principle of transversal filtering relies on tapping a delay line at different points [11] . By connecting these taps situated at different sections of the ADL, the output signals are combined in the electrical domain to form a finite Fourier series [12] , [13] . With properly designed electrode pitch, polarity, and electrode sections in the ADL, the frequencies, phases, and relative amplitudes of the terms in the Fourier series can be varied to obtain a quasi-arbitrarily configurable filter response. Because of such addressability in their response, transversal 0018-9480 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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filters understandably have been favored over filters based on coupled resonators, such as those based on SAWs [14] , lamb waves [15] , or thickness modes [16] , for certain applications. More recently, ADLs have found new applications in enabling compact and low-power nonreciprocal networks using time-varying circuit structures [17] - [20] . In these approaches, a pair or an array of ADLs are controlled and accessed by switches on both ends so that signals are routed between ports on opposite sides of delay lines only in certain allowed paths. Such an approach to engineer chip-scale nonreciprocal response without resorting to magnetic materials is paving new paths for implementing front-ends with the simultaneous transmit and receive capability.
Despite their numerous applications in the past and newly found opportunities, ADLs have seen stagnant progress in performance in the past decade. The lack of advancement is partially due to that signal processing previously implemented by ADLs has been increasingly replaced by digital signal processors (DSPs). DSPs can implement complex functions that are programmed in the digital domain with a high degree of flexibility. Typically, the advantages of being capable and easily adaptable justify the need for analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) and computing in DSPs in applications with power budgets in the range of mW [21] . However, the emergence of the internet of things (IoT) is creating new application scenarios where power, cost, and complexity added by ADC and digital computing cannot be afforded. Consequently, ADL-enabled RF signal processing that requires zero power budget is becoming of high interest and relevance again. Although not as programmable or versatile as DSP, ADLs are sufficient for many IoT devices where device-end signal processing needs not to be computationally intense, and meeting the low-power budget is a higher priority. Moreover, ADLs are competitive against DSPs in size due to the small wavelengths of acoustic waves at RF, consequently making them suitable for miniature, wearable, or mobile nodes of IoT. In certain scenarios, ADLs can also be seamlessly integrated with several sensing modalities [22] , thus making them a holistic solution for wireless sensor nodes in IoT. Nevertheless, to be a truely viable option for IoT, the ADLs have to overcome several bottlenecks that have conventionally limited them from achieving low IL and broad fractional bandwidth (FBW).
The limits on IL and FBW of ADLs are correlated and multifold. ADLs employing interdigital transducers (IDTs) of the simplest type suffer from bidirectionality losses and have a minimum IL of 6 dB [12] . Thus, low-loss ADLs typically adopt unidirectional transducers (UDT) to mitigate such type of loss [23] . Multiphase transducers [24] , [25] , or singlephase unidirectional transducers (SPUDT) have been demonstrated [26] - [32] . These designs have embedded distributed acoustic reflectors formed by grounded or floating electrodes in an asymmetrical arrangement with respect to the signal electrodes. The IL of SPUDT-based ADLs depends on the unidirectionality achieved collectively through the reflectors. Therefore, low IL can be attained using either high reflectivity per wavelength or a large number of reflectors, although the latter method comes with reduced FBW. ADLs reported so far are mainly based on SAWs excited on a piezoelectric substrate made of lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ), lithium tantalate (LiTaO 3 ), or quartz. The low electromechanical coupling (k 2 t ) values restrict the FBW of bidirectional transducers and limits the reflectivity attained via grounded electrodes. In addition, reflections induced by mechanical loading in SAW structures are quite moderate as the reflector electrodes are relatively insignificant in mass in comparison with the surface portion of the substrate in which SAWs travel.
To overcome these performance limitations, we resort to LiNbO 3 laterally vibrating devices based on plate modes, such as lamb and shear-horizontal waves. They have emerged recently [33] with high electromechanical coupling (k 2 t ) and demonstrated FBWs outperforming those of their SAW counterparts [34] . The advantage of the high k 2 t has already been validated in the broadband dispersive delay lines [35] . More importantly, the thin-film-based ADLs are more susceptible to mechanical loading, thus producing higher reflectivity per electrode than SAW and a much better design trade between IL and FBW.
In this paper, we study and demonstrate ADLs with low-loss and large FBW based on first-order shear-horizontal waves (SH0) in LiNbO 3 thin films. Delay lines with variations in the key design parameters have been designed, fabricated, and measured. One of our fabricated devices has shown a delay of 75 ns with an IL below 2 dB over a 3-dB bandwidth of 16 MHz centered at 160 MHz. The measured insertion loss for other devices with longer delays and different numbers of transducer cells are analyzed to extract the loss. The contributing factors and their possible mitigation are discussed.
II. DEVICE DESIGN APPROACH AND ANALYSIS

A. Overview of Delay Line Design
A schematic top view of the delay lines in this paper is presented in Fig. 1(a) . A suspended thin film of LiNbO 3 constitutes the propagation medium for the SH0 acoustic waves. The thickness of the LiNbO 3 thin film has been chosen to be 800 nm due to our fabrication limitation in etching LiNbO 3 . The analyses onward all use such thickness. Two sets of IDT consisting of metal electrodes interconnected by bus lines are implemented on top of the LiNbO 3 thin film. Either set of IDTs can serve as the transmitting transducer (input port), while the other IDT serves as the receiving transducer (output port). The IDTs are separated by a distance L G that primarily sets the time delay experienced by an electrical signal traversing from the input port to the output port. Each transducer is formed by cascading N identical unit cells, each of which contains two types of electrodes: ground electrodes (green) that are connected to the lower bus line, and signal electrodes (blue) that are connected to the upper bus line in Fig. 1(a) . When a voltage is applied between the bus lines, electrical fields are generated between the signal and ground electrodes along the propagation direction (x-axis). Through the inverse piezoelectric effect, the E-fields subsequently launch shear strain and stress waves (SH0) in the xy plane toward both the +x and −x directions. By reciprocity, the shear stress/strain in the xy plane associated with an acoustic wave propagating through the receiving IDT generates a voltage difference across the corresponding electrical port. The conversion efficiency between the electrical and acoustic energy is maximum at the center frequency, f 0 . At this frequency, the acoustic wave is also phase-delayed by 360°after traveling across a unit cell. The value of f 0 is determined by the length of the unit cells λ 0 as
where v t is the average phase velocity of the acoustic wave in the transducer. v t can be found as the weighted average between the phase velocity of the unmetallized LiNbO 3 film v ∞ and the phase velocity of the metallized film v m , as
where η is the metallization ratio of the unit cell. The dependence of f 0 on the film thickness can be neglected, due to the weak dispersive nature of SH0 waves [36] . While the delay line itself can be treated as an electrical device of two ports, the individual transducer, as well as each comprising unit cell, can be analyzed as a three-port network that has one electrical port and two acoustic ports. The two acoustic ports effectively represent the two propagation directions into the acoustic medium. With no directionality, a conventional transducer, also known as a bidirectional transducer, emits the same amount of power toward both acoustic ports. Thus, in a delay line formed by bidirectional transducers and an acoustic media, only half of the acoustic power available at the input transducer is sent toward the output transducer, while the other half gets lost to the substrate. By reciprocity, the bidirectional output transducer can only convert half of the incident acoustic power to the electric domain. Consequently, ADLs formed by conventional bidirectional transducers suffer from an intrinsic minimum IL of 6 dB.
In order to mitigate the loss due to bidirectionality, singlephased unidirectional transducers can be employed. The operation principle of SPUDTs can be explained from the analysis of the transduction and reflection centers (RCs) founded in their electrode layouts. A transduction center (TC) is defined as a reference plane at which the acoustic waves launched toward both directions have the same amplitude and phase. Similarly, a RC is a reference plane at which the wave reflections from both directions are equal. In conventional IDTs, these centers are evenly and symetrically distributed along the transducer. In SPUDTs, TCs are arranged asymmetrically with respect to the RCs, in a way such that the waves launched, through both transduction and reflection, interfere constructively toward one of the acoustic ports and destructively toward the opposite acoustic port. The former port will be referred to as forward (FWD) and the latter one as backward (BWD) onward. Typically, the TCs are placed closer to the nearest RC on the BWD side than to the nearest RC on the FWD side. The difference between the distances that a TC is from its adjacent RCs must be of λ 0 /4 to produce the mentioned constructive (destructive) interference toward the FWD (BWD) port.
B. Design and Analysis of Unidirectional Transducers
Two types of SPUDTs, known as distributed acoustic reflection transducers (DART) [37] and electrode width controlled (EWC) [38] , are explored in this paper. Their unit cells are shown in Fig. 1 To locate the TC in the unit cells of Fig. 1 (b) and (c), it must first be noted that the shear-horizontal waves are generated through piezoelectricity in the areas with x-polarized electric fields. These areas are the gaps between the signal electrode and the adjacent ground electrodes on both sides. In adjacent gap areas, the x-polarized electric fields induced by the electrodes have opposite signs, as seen in Fig. 2(a) . Therefore, in a DART unit cell, the center of the signal electrode is approximately the axis of antisymmetry for the generated xy plane strain xy . Since xy is the derivative of the y-axis displacement u y with respect to x, u y is symmetric with respect to the center of the signal electrode. Thus, this point can be considered a TC for the displacement wave u y (x, t). The same approximation can be adopted for EWC unit cells.
Following the same symmetry rationale for the TC, the center of a reflection electrode can be regarded as a RC, as seen in Fig. 2(b) . Due to the symmetry of the electrodes and the conservation of power, the reflection coefficients of metal electrodes referred to their centers should be pure imaginary [12] .
As seen in Fig. 2 (c), in either a DART or an EWC unit cell, a pair of electrodes with a width of λ 0 /8 are connected to signal and ground with a pitch distance of λ 0 /4. The acoustic waves, respectively, reflected by these electrodes have a phase difference of 180°at f 0 and interfere destructively. Assuming small reflections, their amplitudes can be considered equal, resulting in a perfect cancelation. In other words, acoustic waves reflected by the two adjacent λ 0 /8 electrodes produce an overall zero reflection coefficient. As a result, the λ 0 /8-wide electrodes with a center-to-center distance of λ 0 /4 can be omitted from the analysis of reflections within the transducers. Different from the λ 0 /eight-wide electrodes, the wider electrodes are intended to produce pronounced reflections.
As seen in Fig. 1(b) and (c), the acoustic emission toward the acoustic port 2 is a combination of the waves generated at the TC toward Port 2 and the waves toward Port 3 that are reflected from the closest RC on the left. For both DART and EWC designs, the RCs are separated from TCs by a distance of 3λ 0 /8. Assuming a negative imaginary reflection coefficient (with a phase angle of 90°), the reflected waves are in phase with the waves generated at the TC toward Port 2 (FWD port) at f 0 . Note that the waves sent by the further cells on the left will also interfere constructively given the λ 0 periodicity. The acoustic emission toward Port 3 is the interference result of the waves generated at the TC and their reflection from the closest RC on the right. Due to the 5λ 0 /8 separation between the TCs and the RCs on their right, the directly transduced waves toward Port 3 and their reflection from RCs are out of phase. Hence, acoustic port 3 (BWD port) receives smaller acoustic power than acoustic port 2 due to the partial cancelation of the directly transduced waves by the reflection. It is obvious that a single reflection is far from sufficient in achieving elimination of transduction toward Port 3 and unidirectionality toward Port 2. More unit cells are required for this purpose. In a multicell configuration, the RC in each cell will all serve to produce reflection for every TC. Therefore, the interference in both directions combine all the directly transduced waves from all TCs and all the reflections generated by all the RCs. The dynamics in a multicell configuration will be analyzed later in this section, and it will be shown that a near perfect unidirectionality is attainable with multiple cells and multireflections. 
C. Analysis of Reflectors in Unidirectional Transducers
As discussed above, the directionality of an SPUDT is based on the reflectivity of the wide electrodes in each unit cell. Thus, prior to our discussion on the directionality of multicell SPUDT, the reflectivity of each reflector needs to be quantitatively modeled. The reflection coefficient of an electrode can be considered as the result of two phenomena [12] . First, it has a mechanical component, m , caused by the edges of the electrode on the film, along with the change in the acoustic impedance in sections with metal coverage. The change in acoustic impedance arises from the unequal mass density and stiffness of the electrode metal and LiNbO 3 . Second, has an electrical contribution, e , caused by the constant potential boundary condition created on the top surface of the LiNbO 3 film by the metallization. In other words, e is the reflection coefficient created by a strip of perfect electric conductor of zero thickness. To calculate the total reflection coefficient, we can treat the mechanical and electrical reflections as if they were produced at different locations separated by a distance x 0 , as seen in Fig. 3 . By solving the multiple reflections between these two locations and making x 0 → 0, the total reflection coefficient is obtained as
For small reflections, i.e., e m 1, ≈ e + m . The analytical expressions of mechanically induced reflections have been reported for SAW devices [39] . For wave propagation in plates, our method to predict the reflections from mechanical discontinuities relies on FEM simulations [36] , [40] . For an electrode on a thin film, acoustic waves are reflected as they travel from an unmetallized section to a metallized portion of the LiNbO 3 film (step-up), and vice versa (step-down). As a result of both reflections, an equivalent overall mechanical reflection coefficient m can be defined for a single electrode. The model shown in Fig. 4(a) is built in Comsol to evaluate the mechanical reflection from the step-up discontinuity created by an electrode. The model consists of cascaded sections of the delay medium, nonmetallized on the one end and metallized on the other end. Perfectly matched layer (PML) conditions are set at both ends of the model to emulate an infinitely long mechanical medium extending along −x and +x. The cross-sectional planes normal to −y and +y are set as periodic boundaries. Following the method used in [41] , acoustic waves are excited by a harmonic force applied to the cross section at x = 0, s 1 in Fig. 4(a) , separated from the discontinuity by a distance L d . With a y-axis excitation force, two SH0 waves a with the same amplitude are launched in the opposite directions, −x and +x. These two waves have opposite phases if we consider the strain xy as the wave variable, and have the same phase if we consider the displacement, u y . Fig. 4(b) shows the solution for the magnitude of u y . A standing wave is created between s 1 and the metallization edge as a result of the interference of a(x, t) with the reflected wave b(x, t). A constant amplitude is observed between s 1 and the PML in the −x region, and between the discontinuity and the PML in the +x region. This indicates a perfect absorption of the acoustic power by the PMLs. The strain field xy associated with the wave a can be written as
where ω is the angular frequency and β ∞ = ω/v ∞ is the wavenumber in the unmetallized LiNbO 3 film. The strain field associated with the reflected wave b is then
where the subscript su denotes the mechanical reflection coefficient associated with the step-up discontinuity. The stress at the cross sections s 2 and s 3 , separated from s 1 by a distance x [see Fig. 4(a) ], can be obtained as the superposition of a and b waves at x = −x and x = x, respectively, s2
By making x → 0, we attain the expression
where u a y and u b y are the displacements associated with the incident and reflected waves, respectively. Using this expression, the reflection coefficient su can then be easily obtained by evaluating s2 xy and s3 xy in the Comsol simulation. The procedure described above was performed for an 800-nmthick LiNbO 3 film and four metals that are commonly used as electrodes in microsystems: gold (Au), aluminum (Al), molybdenum (Mo), and platinum (Pt). In all cases, a nearly constant su with frequency was found up to 500 MHz. At 160 MHz, the magnitude and phase of su are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) , respectively, as a function of the metal thickness. The magnitude of su is found to be nearly linearly dependent on the metal thickness. The phase is close to 180°f or the simulated thickness range. The reflection coefficient of the electrode step-down, sd , is found to have the same magnitude but opposite phase ( sd = − su ). The overall mechanic reflection coefficient of an electrode can be found by summing the multiple reflections produced by the step-up and step-down discontinuities. Referencing the reflections to the center of the electrode, we attain the expression
where α is the phase retardation for traversing half the width of a reflector. α is 3π/4 for DART and π/2 for EWC reflectors.
T su is the transmission coefficient of the step-up discontinuity
Introducing T su to (9) and simplifying the geometric series, we obtain
The electrical reflection can be calculated in a similar way by considering the change in phase velocity produced by the ground condition imposed by the reflector electrodes on top of the piezoelectric film. Similar to our approach with the mechanical reflection, we can define a reflection coefficient as the wave passes from an unmetallized to a metallized section
v 0 , and v ∞ are the phase velocities for a piezoelectric medium with the free and electrically shorted top surfaces, respectively. The reflection coefficient as the wave passes from a metallized to an unmetallized section is 0∞ = − ∞0 . The phase velocities of the SH0 mode are determined using finite-element method (FEM) in Comsol. For an 800-nm-thick LiNbO 3 film, v ∞ is calculated to be 4507 m/s. For the same film with ground as the electrical boundary condition on the top surface, a v 0 of 3550 m/s is obtained. The overall electrical reflection coefficient of an electrode can be obtained following the same procedure as for (11)
Note that (13) does not consider the nonuniform electric fields created by the uneven charge distribution in an electrode when surrounded by other electrodes in an array or multicell configuration. An analytical method to calculate the electrical reflection accounting for this phenomenon can be found in [42] . However, this method assumes an array of electrodes with constant width and separation. Since this condition is not met by the reflectors in SPUDTs, the method will have to be revised in the future before being applied here. Based on Fig. 4 , 100-nm-thick Au is chosen to implement the electrodes for enabling sufficient reflections and avoiding fabrication complications at the same time. For such a configuration, su = −0.116 is obtained if the imaginary part is neglected. Using (11) The total reflection coefficients, arising from both mechanical and electrical phenomena, can be obtained through (3) as DART = −0.323 j , EWC = −0.440 j . These values are negative imaginary as assumed in our analysis for RCs in the previous section. With electrodes of the same material and thickness, the reflection coefficients of reflectors in an SAW device on a YZ-LiNbO 3 substrate are at least one order of magnitude smaller [43] . As it will be shown in Section II-D, a higher reflectivity per reflectors will permit a higher unidirectionality in a multicell configuration. Considering that the BW of unidirectionality scales down as the number of unit cells increases, a higher reflectivity also implies a better tradeoff between delay line IL and BW.
D. Calculation of Directionality
As discussed earlier, multiple unit cells that are spaced by λ 0 in a cascaded configuration are typically required to attain highly uni-directional transduction. To be consistent with our framework used for analyzing a single cell, a multicell transducer is also considered with three ports, one electric port that is connected to all the cells for excitation, and two acoustic ports that are situated at the opposite ends of the multicell transducer. To quantitatively measure the directionality of multiple cells, a figure of merit dubbed as directionality of transduction is defined as
where P FWD is the power emitted toward the FWD port and P BWD is the power emitted toward the BWD port. When a time harmonic voltage is applied at the electrical port, a transducer emits acoustic power toward both acoustic ports. The total emission to each port can be calculated as the superposition of the waves emitted by each TC in the transducer. To determine the power emitted by a single TC in a multicell configuration, a voltage source is connected to one TC at a time, while all other TCs are grounded. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of an SPUDT formed by N unit cells. As seen, the TC at the unit cell i has i − 1 reflectors on its right (FWD) and (N − i + 1) reflectors on its left (BWD), with all reflectors featuring the same reflection coefficient, . Each RC in the transducer is denoted by an index k. At the (i − 1)th RC which is on the immediate right of the i th TC (i.e., k = i − 1), we define an equivalent reflection coefficient k that accounts for all the reflections produced by the unit 
where T is the transmission coefficient of the RCs, and can be obtained as
where ∞m = ( su + ∞0 )/(1+ su ∞0 ) is the total reflection experienced by a wave traveling from an unmetallized to a metallized section. By substituting (16) into (15) and simplifying the geometric series, (15) is reduced to
This method can be applied to the successive RCs, leading to the recursive definition of
The equivalent reflection coefficients of the RCs on the left of the i th TC can be obtained in the same way from the right to the left as N−k+1 (see Fig. 5 ). Referencing to k , we can define equivalent transmission coefficients of each RC
where φ k is the phase of the transmission coefficient. Then, the directionality of unit cell i can be calculated by attending the i th TC with two overall reflections aggregated at the two adjacent RCs on the left and right, with reflection coefficients N−i+1 and i−1 , respectively. By solving the multiple reflections for the two waves generated at the TC in the opposite directions, the wave amplitude emitted to the FWD port can be derived as
(20) where ψ is the transduction coefficient. For the wave radiated to the BWD port, we get
Imposing that from (18), all the k are negative imaginary, the directionality of the unit cell i is obtained as
By evaluating (18) into (22), it can be proven that the directionality of each unit cell in a multicell configuration has the same value
which, by linear superposition, is also the overall directionality of the whole transducer, D. The transducer directionality calculated in this way is plotted in Fig. 6 
E. Estimate of Group Delay
The group delay of a delay line employing the abovementioned transducers is challenging to precisely predict with a closed form expression. This is due to the complexity introduced by multiple reflections between different cells in each transducer. A simplified analysis can be done by disregarding these internal reflections. Consider the transfer function F(ω) from the input port to the center of the delay line in Fig. 1(a) . It can be expressed as the superposition of the phase-retarded N waves generated by the unit cells. Assuming lossless propagation, each term in F(ω) has three phase delay components: the first one due to the propagation over a distance d c from the TC to the right edge of each unit cell (see Fig. 5 ), the second one from the right edge of each unit cell to the right edge of the entire input transducer, and the third one from the right edge of the input transducer to the center of the delay line over a distance L G /2. F(ω) can be then expressed as (25) where β t = ω/v t is the average wavenumber within the unit cell. The phase of F(ω) can be calculated using the expression in [44] and Euler's identity
By reciprocity and symmetry of the transducers, this is also equal to the phase shift experienced by a signal from the center of the delay line to the output port. Thus, the total group delay at f 0 can be obtained as
The first term is the delay introduced by the gap L G between transducers. The second and third terms correspond to the delays from the wave propagation within the transducers.
III. MODELING AND SIMULATION
A Comsol-based FEM model of a unidirectional transducer was built to more precisely predict the directionality as a function of the number of unit cells. The directionality per unit cell was simulated for an EWC transducer formed by 100 nm of Au for different values of N. The results are shown in Fig. 7 (red curve) . Theoretically, this value can be predicted from (23) as
Note that, different from (28), the simulated D/N shows a dependence on N for low values of N. This can be explained by the fringe effects in the transducer, which makes the unit cells close to the edges present a smaller directionality than those cells located in the middle of the transducer. To gain insight into this phenomenon, additional simulations were performed. In the first simulation, represented by the blue curve in Fig. 7 , zero thickness electrodes were used to obtain the directionality due to electrical reflections, D e . In another case, represented by the green curve in Fig. 7 , a pure solid mechanical simulation was performed, disregarding the piezoelectricity, to obtain the directionality due to the mechanical reflections, D m . The excitation was done by applying harmonic y-axis forces to the signal electrodes. From these results, it is clear that the mechanical reflections are dominant for high values of N. Moreover, the fringe effects mainly pertain to the electrical part of the reflections due to the distorted electric field distribution near the transducer edges. Finally, the electrical reflection coefficient approximated by (13) In order to predict the response of the described ADLs with intricacies that are omitted in the closed-form analysis, an equivalent circuit model was used. This method, based on Mason's model, employs a 1-D discretization of the delay line by representing each unit cell of the transducers with a sectional equivalent circuit. The schematic of the implemented model for a single unit cell can be found in Fig. 8 . Following the procedure described in [45] , each section with uniform properties is modeled by a transmission line. The phase velocities for the unmetallized and metallized sections were calculated in Comsol as v ∞ = 4507 m/s and v m = 2958 m/s. The reflections due to the discontinuities are modeled by different characteristic impedances of the sections representing metallized and unmetallized LiNbO 3 , respectively, Z m and Z ∞ . The ratio can be calculated as
where ∞m is the reflection coefficient for an acoustic wave passing from unmetallized to metallized LiNbO 3 . The reflection coefficient of an electrode can be approximated as a sum of two reflections at the step-up and step-down discontinuities, assuming small reflections. Given the width of the reflectors, these reflections are in quadrature for DART and in phase for EWC. Thus, it can be deduced that
The lengths of the transmission line sections are labeled in Fig. 8 for both the DART and EWC designs. The transduction section, which includes the signal electrode, is modeled as a T-shaped network with an ideal transformer connecting to the electrical port. The transformation ratio is determined by the electromechanical coupling and is given by
where C s represents the static capacitance per unit cell. From an electrostatic simulation in Comsol, C s /W A = 250aF/μm was calculated for an 800-nm-thick LiNbO 3 film, where W A is the acoustic aperture [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The value for the electromechanical coupling k 2 is assumed 40% [35] . Note the ratio Z m /Z ∞ defines the reflections, but the value of Z ∞ (or Z m ) is irrelevant for the electric response. Hence, Z ∞ = 1 is taken. The angle θ m can be obtained as
for both DART and EWC transducers. With all the parameters defined, a model for a complete transducer can be built by concatenating the models of its unit cells. The unit cells must be connected in series in the acoustic domain, and in parallel in the electrical domain to form the electrical port of the transducer. A complete delay line can be simulated by connecting the models of two transducers in the acoustic domain with their FWD ports facing each other. The gap between the transducers can be modeled by an acoustic transmission line with characteristic impedance Z ∞ , phase velocity v ∞ and length L G . To ensure no reflection at the BWD ports of both transducers, these must be terminated by an impedance Z ∞ .
A Comsol model of an entire ADL was also built to validate the circuit model. Fig. 9(a) shows the 3-D model for a device with EWC transducers that have N = 10, λ 0 = 20 μm, W A = 200 μm, and L G = 120 μm. Fig. 9(b) presents the solution for the magnitude of the displacement along the y-axis at f 0 , The Y -parameters are computed using both FEM and Mason's models and the results are shown in Fig. 10 . An excellent match has been achieved between the two models. Note that these models do not consider any dissipative loss in the device structure. 
IV. DEVICE DESIGNS AND FABRICATION
Guided by the reflectivity analysis presented in Section II, Au was chosen as the material for the electrodes, with a thickness of 100 nm. An X-cut LiNbO 3 thin film of 800 nm is chosen as the propagation medium since high coupling and low loss for SH0 waves have been previously demonstrated in this platform [35] . The propagation direction, namely, along the x-axis in Fig. 1(a) , was chosen as −10°with respect to the +Y crystallographic axis of LiNbO 3 to maximize k 2 [46] , [47] . Table I lists the parameters of the implemented designs. Devices 1-12 are meant to sweep the main design parameters as a way to characterize the propagation loss in the LiNbO 3 film, as well as the loss associated with the transducers, for constant center frequency and acoustic aperture. The expected group delays according to (27) are also listed in Table I . Devices 13-16 are test structures to characterize the directionality of DART and EWC transducers formed by ten cells. These devices are formed by an SPUDT transducer and a bidirectional transducer with regular-width electrodes. In the bidirectional transducer, each period of λ 0 contains four electrodes of λ 0 /8 width to minimize reflections. The electrodes are connected in the sequence of "groundground-signal-signal" to have the same center frequency as the SPUDT. In addition, both transducers are of the same length for attaining similar bandwidths. In Devices 13 and 15, the FWD ports of the SPUDTs are facing the bidirectional transducers. In Devices 14 and 16, the BWD ports of the SPUDTs are facing the bidirectional transducers.
The 16 devices listed in Table I were fabricated on a single chip with the process depicted in Fig. 11 . The film transfer process involves two steps. In the first step, an X-cut LiNbO 3 wafer is bonded to a Si carrier wafer. Second, the bonded LiNbO 3 layer is thinned down to a thickness of 800 nm. Next, the 100-nm-thick Au electrodes are defined with sputterdeposition and lift-off. Then, the release windows must be defined. For this purpose, a 1-μm-thick hard mask of SiO 2 is created by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition and is patterned with fluorine-based reactive ion etching (RIE). The release windows in the LiNbO 3 film are subsequently etched by chlorine-based inductive coupled plasma (ICP)-RIE before the SiO 2 is removed with a buffered oxide etch. To prevent the Au electrodes from being exposed to XeF 2 and etched in the device release step, a photoresist (PR) is spun and patterned to protect the electrodes and leave the release windows exposed. The devices are then released by isotropic XeF 2 etching, and the PR is removed with acetone. Fig. 11(b) and (c) shows the optical pictures of two of the fabricated devices with electrode patterns exhibiting a great fidelity to the designs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The S-parameters of all the fabricated devices were characterized using a Keysight performance network analyzer PNA-X N5249A at room temperature. The measured data are then normalized to a matching complex port impedance in ADS to extract the IL over the transmission bands. In implementation, the impedance matching to 50 can be done with an LC matching network with sufficient bandwidth, such as the one shown in [17] . The delay lines reported here present bandwidths under 15%. Matching networks with LC circuits can be readily implemented to cover such bandwidths, given the high k 2 of the SH0 waves in LiNbO 3 thin films [35] . Fig. 12 shows the optical pictures of the fabricated Devices 13 and 14, which are meant for testing the directionality of SPUDTs. The measured S21 with normalization to matched port impedances is shown in Fig. 13 for Devices 13 and 14 with the DART design, and for Devices 15 and 16 with the EWC design. In both cases, the directionality of the SPUDT can be obtained by subtracting the S21 of the BWD devices from the S21 of the FWD devices. For the DART transducer with ten unit cells, the measurements show a maximum directionality of about 15 dB. For the EWC, the directionality reaches more than 20 dB at the center frequency. Both values are in reasonable agreement with the analytical model (Fig. 7) and FEM simulation.
A. Measured Directionality of SPUDT
B. Measured IL and Group Delay
Among the fabricated devices, Devices 1 and 8, that use DART and EWC transducers, respectively, present the lowest IL. Their S-parameters are plotted in Fig. 14, along with their group delays. The simulated S-parameters and calculated group delays according to (27) are also plotted. Both devices show a minimum IL around 2 dB. In spite of the low reflectivity of SPUDT transducers when their electrical ports are matched [38] , ripples with amplitudes of about 1 dB can be observed in the passbands of both devices. The ripples make it challenging to compare the IL of different devices and evaluate the loss contributions from different loss mechanisms. In order to overcome this issue, the measured S21 results were fit by the following expression:
which has been previously derived to describe the transmission band of a piezoelectric delay line with no reflections between the transducers [48] .
The maximum S21 values of the fitting curves are then considered as the IL of the measured devices for the purpose of comparison. This procedure is performed for devices 1-12, and the resulting IL values are shown in Fig. 15 . Data points for devices with the same transducer type and N are connected by straight dashed lines.
Two general trends are observed in Fig. 15 . First, IL is larger for a longer delay line with the same number of unit cells. Second, IL increases as more transducer unit cells are used for a delay line of the same length. In other words, Fig. 15 indicates that the IL obtained for each device can be attributed to two distinctive causes. First, there is loss due to the propagation through the separation (L G ) between the input and out transducers, which will be denoted as IL p . The second loss component is caused by the transducers, IL t , which corresponds to the interception points of the lines with the y-axis in Fig. 15 .
The IL p can be straightforwardly extracted as the slope of the lines in Fig. 15 . An average value of IL p of 1.19 dB/mm is extracted from all the lines. From (27) , it can be seen that the separation is responsible for a delay of 222 ns/mm. Therefore, we can express IL p per unit delay: IL p = 5.8 dB/μs.
On the other hand, the IL t is more complex to analyze. As shown in Section II, the transducer directionality is predicted to grow with the number of cells in the transducers, enabling delay lines with decreasing IL t as N increases. However, the trend seen in measurements, which shows IL t increases with N, contradicts the theoretical prediction. This suggests a second transducer loss component that also scales with the number of unit cells, and is more dominant than the loss due to imperfect unidirectionality. This loss can possibly come from the dissipation at the electrode and piezoelectric interface, thermoelastic damping (TED), acoustic attention in the metal, or a combination of the above. Unfortunately, it is challenging to separate the dissipative loss component caused from the loss given by the imperfect unidirectionality in measurements due to the ripples. However, the latter can be indirectly estimated from FEM simulation. Fig. 16 shows the total loss in the transducers, IL t for ADLs formed by DART transducers of 10, 15, and 20 unit cells with the same L G and W A . The loss from imperfect unidirectionality, which is derived from simulation in Comsol, is also plotted. The remainder of the IL can then be attributed to the dissipative effects associated with the metal electrodes.
From the analysis shown in Fig. 16 , it can be concluded that the IL of a device formed by either DART or EWC transducers of ten cells can be expressed as IL(dB) = 1.29 + 5.8τ g (μs).
To further minimize IL, a more optimal tradeoff between the acoustic reflectivity and TED should be explored by resorting . Loss breakdown in the transducers (input and output) including the total loss due to the transducers (extracted from the measurements) and the loss due to imperfect unidirectionality (calculated from simulation) for Devices 1, 4, and 6. The difference between them allows for obtaining the dissipation due to metal.
to other metals as electrode materials. The 3 dB FBW is 9% for Device 1 and 12% for Device 8. In comparison, the EWC design achieves a slightly higher bandwidth with comparable IL.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new type of ADLs has been demonstrated based on shear-horizontal waves propagating in a thin film of LiNbO 3 . Analyses of the acoustic reflections have shown the promising prospects of this platform for building transducers with large unidirectionality. The results show that group delays of tens of ns can be achieved with a low IL of 2 dB and an FBW in excess of 10%. These devices open new possibilities for wideband acoustic signal processing for compact low-power RF applications.
